The residence ‘Grands Chênes du Parc’ is located in the heart of the thermal and tourist complex Amnéville-les-Thermes. It is composed of 59 units divided into two structures: The Residence and Chalets.

The residence has 32 units spread over 3 floors (with elevator) and consists of studios and apartments, with or without balcony. The cottages, in wood, are composed of 27 studios on two floors (ground floor studios and studios upstairs).

All our units are fully equipped with kitchenette, bathroom, toilet and television equipment (SAT channel, TNT, foreign channels in English and German).

It is the warmth of our residence and its personalized welcome that make every resident not just a passing client, but a recognized and privileged person.

The residence puts at your disposal for free:

- Wifi available in all our units, Internet point, lounge with TV and newspapers of the day.

In paid service, you have at your disposal:

- Laundry with dryer and ironing area, vending machine for hot and cold drinks, distributor of sandwiches, confectionery.

We offer you to prepare and book your stay in peace with the cancellation guarantee that allows you for a lump sum of 30 € to cancel your stay without losing your deposit. You can request the full terms of the cancellation guarantee at the reception of the residence or on our website: www.grands-chenes.com.

Curists, do not lose the therapeutic benefit of your cure and stay in the resort! Our residence Les Grands Chênes du Parc has been specially designed to welcome you in the best conditions of welcome and comfort.

Our residence is located 150 m from the thermal baths and you can get there on foot without using a means of transport. In addition, we offer you a free shuttle that will take you to Amnéville three times a week for your purchases and supplies. All year long, on order at the reception the day before at the latest, you can get fresh bread delivered to the residence around 08:00.

The + of the residence:
The fact of staying with us will ensure your cure at the Saint-Eloy Thermal Center on the dates you have chosen, as well as a preferential rate on accommodation for 20 nights.
Imagine a complex of 800 hectares combining health, relaxation, sport, leisure and culture, in the heart of the Lorraine forest. You are in Amnéville-les-Thermes! Spa and tourist resort inaugurated in 1986. Amnéville offers the benefits of its thermal water drawn at 900 m depth and a temperature of nearly 41 °C to emergence.

The health activity is offered in 3 different centers:

- Medical treatment for the treatment of rheumatology and respiratory tracts (over 18 days, supported or not by the social security funds),
- Wellness stays over 6 days,
- The beauty / relaxation is offered in Thermapolis, a real temple of baths, and in the Pompeii villa, inspired by the Roman baths where a wide range of individual beauty and well-being treatments awaits you.

If you are a fan of sport, the Amnéville resort is for you because it offers original activities that range from the forest course (15 meters high) to indoor skiing (where you will discover the longest track indoor in the world!). Not to mention the Olympic swimming pool, ice rink, fitnessium, golf and 800 hectares of forest for jogging!

Museums, cinema, bowling, cinema IMAX, zoo, casino, discotheque, ... complete the offer of this station.

Amnéville-les-Thermes has everything to please everyone, from 7 to 77 years, alone or with family, in any season of the year!

---

**Les Grands Chênes du Parc ***

1, rue de la Source
57360 Amnéville-les-Thermes
Tél : +33 (0)3 87 70 54 00
Mail : contact@grands-chenes.com
Web : www.grands-chenes.com

---

**TO JOIN US**

**BY CAR**
- From Thionville and Luxembourg
  Highway A31—direction Metz - exit 37 Mondelange
- From Metz et the South
  Highway A31 - direction Luxembourg then highway A4 direction Paris - exit 36 Semécourt
- From Paris
  Highway A4 - direction Strasbourg - exit 36 Semécourt
- From Strasbourg
  Highway A4 direction Paris - exit 36 Semécourt

**BY PLANE**
Airport Metz-Nancy - Lorraine
Airpor of Luxembourg

**BY TRAIN**
Metz TGV station

---

**PREFERENTIAL RATES FOR OUR RESIDENTS ON NUMEROUS ACTIVITIES FOR THE THERMAL AND TOURISTIC COMPLEX**